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22 March 2018

Notification: 033 / 2018

Dear Parents/Guardian,
Re: Primary 2 Pick & Tell
This term, we will be providing time for your child/ward to talk about an item which he/she is familiar with.
This is a great opportunity for your child/ward to further develop his/her speaking and representing skills,
as he/she shares about an item which he/she has picked from a pool of many.
The objectives of the Pick and Tell are to:
 Develop students’ confidence in speaking by providing a platform for them to plan
 Present ideas to an audience.
The topic of the presentation will be determined by the item which your child/ward picks from a box
provided by the teacher.
The timeline for the Pick and Tell is as follows:
Term 2
Activity
Weeks
- Introduction and modelling by teacher
1- 2
- Practice Sessions
Week 3
- Pick and Tell Presentation (Assessment)
Your child/ward will be informed by his/her English teacher when he/she is scheduled to present his/her
Pick and Tell. A sample of the Pick and Tell script and the criteria for grading are attached. The English
teacher of your child/ward will be guiding him/her in practising for the Pick and Tell.
We hope that through Pick and Tell, we can make the learning of English Language more interactive as
pupils work on their oral skills. Thank you for supporting your child in his/her Pick and Tell.
Thank you.
Yours sincerely,

________________________
Mdm Nordiana Sani
Level Head for English

______________________
Mrs Lim – Chua Siow Ling
Principal
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Sample Script

1.

Greeting & introducing
Yourself

Hello. I am Loi Min Kian.

2.

Thanking the audience

Thank you for listening to my presentation.

3.

Use the following structure to talk about the item you have picked.

Pick
Pick an item
to talk about
This is a mug
which I picked for
my Pick and Tell
presentation.
This is a big mug
and it is orange
and white in
colour.

4.

Thanking the audience
again

Add

Elaborate
Elaborate
on object
This mug is useful
because I can use
it to hold my hot
and cold drinks. It
can also be made
into a pencil
holder if I like it.

Add personal
response
Everyone in my
family has a special
mug. I have a blue
mug, my sister has
a green one and
my parents have
purple ones. My
parents bought us
the mugs last
month from a
shopping centre in
the
neighbourhood.
We use the mugs
to hold our drinks
during breakfast,
lunch and dinner.

Thank you for listening.

Round up
Round up
conversation
I would like to
have this mug
but I already
have one. I
might think
about having
this mug if my
blue one is
broken.

Criteria for grading:

Presentation

Skills, Attitudes and Behaviour
Speak aloud clearly and fluently using the appropriate voice qualities to convey meaning
and expression
Pronounce clearly consonants, vowels
Demonstrate awareness of how meaning is conveyed through the appropriate voice
qualities, i.e., pace, volume & tone
Speak at an appropriate volume to different audiences and according to context
Speak with confidence before different audiences

Delivery

Maintain appropriate posture
Maintain eye contact with the audience
Use appropriate verbal and non-verbal cues to convey meaning

________________________________________________________________________________
(Please detach and return the acknowledgment slip to form teacher)
Acknowledgement Slip (P2 Pick and Tell)
Register No:
I acknowledge receipt of the notification letter on Primary 2 Pick and Tell.

Name of pupil: ___________________________________ (

) Class: Pr 2 _________________

Name of parent/guardian: ____________________________________________

Signature of parent/guardian: ____________________________

Date: _________________________
(Please detach and return the acknowledgement slip to the form teacher by 23 March 2018)

